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Problem  and  Motivation  
With Dennard scaling [20] at an end, chip-level performance scaling is heavily dependent on both 
parallelism (multicore and other dimensions) as well as customization [25].  These techniques can deliver 
increased energy efficiency, the key to continued performance growth.  However, one major challenge in 
the path forward is to effectively balance general-purpose coverage, customization for energy efficiency, 
and programmability [21]. 

To this end, we have proposed 10x10 [21, 22], perhaps the most aggressive approach to heterogeneous 
architecture for general-purpose computing.  10x10 leverages hardware customization (known to be up to 
10,000x more energy-efficient than general-purpose processors) by splitting each core into multiple 
customized micro-engines such that they individually deliver high energy efficiency when executing their 
target software, and, collectively cover the general-purpose application space. Only one micro-engine 
(that is the most customized for the currently executing code) per core will be active at a time and will 
execute the code many times more efficiently than a general-purpose core. 

A central challenge for 10x10 (or any broad-based heterogeneous architecture approach) is determining 
the exact micro-engines that will compose a core given the large number of different choices for micro-
engines and combinations. Micro-engines can be designed on the basis of operations and data types they 
support, their issue widths and vector widths, specialized operations and many more. Micro-engines can 
also be designed to support combinations of these factors. The goal is to select a combination of micro-
engines that will deliver the most benefit. It is unrealistic to actually build different micro-engine 
combinations and evaluate them.  It is more generally useful to develop an abstract methodology for 
evaluating micro-engine candidates by modeling the relationship between the degree of hardware 
customization and benefit.   Such a model is useful not only for 10x10, but for a wide range of 
architectural exploration.  For example, others have done parametric studies coupled with design 
synthesis to explore customization opportunities [24].  Such efforts are broadly useful and show 
significant opportunities in customization.  However, such approaches cannot explore more aggressive 
forms of customized design–circuit optimization and physical optimization as is often pursued in the 
highest performance accelerators.  By cataloging extant accelerators we hope to capture the impact of 
these lower level optimizations. 

Our narrower interest is to apply this model to proposed 10x10 micro-engines, employing it to rapidly 
estimate their potential benefit, enabling rapid high level design space exploration.  In later stages we will 
build detailed implementations of the top few micro-engines to create thorough evaluations. 

Specific contributions of our study include: 

• Collection of a spectrum of accelerator designs and classification by degree of customization; 
• Fitting of the empirical data to create models of customization benefit versus specialization; 
• Assessment of previously proposed abstract models [19] and derivation of calibration constants 

for those models based on this empirical study. 
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Approach  
Our approach was to collect data on a wide variety of chips spanning a wide range of customization. For 
each chip, we collected data about its energy efficiency and categorized the chip into one of three 
categories – “not customized”, “moderately customized”, and “highly customized”. Each chip represented 
one data point, with its categorization being its x-value and its energy efficiency being the y-value. 
Statistical tools were used to extract models of energy efficiency as dependent on the degree of 
customization. 

The first challenge was that the x-values were not numerical, making it difficult to use statistical tools on 
them. Therefore, we assumed each customization category to be an order of magnitude more customized 
than the next lower category and assigned values of 1, 10, and, 100 for the “not customized”, “moderately 
customized”, and, “highly customized” categories respectively.  

The second challenge was that the energy efficiency of a chip is not reported in standard units. Gops/W, 
Gpixels/W etc. are common units in which chip energy efficiency is reported. To enable comparison, we 
converted all energy efficiency values to Ginstructions/W. If the relative performance (against a baseline 
general-purpose processor) is available, we derive the instructions/sec simply by scaling the performance 
of the baseline processor. If a relative performance is not available, we count the operations/sec using 
application-specific knowledge, and scale the operation/sec by a factor of 3 to get the instructions/sec 
number, assuming an average of 3 RISC instructions to perform an operation (load, compute, and store). 

The third challenge was that the chips spanned a wide range of semiconductor technologies. We scaled 
their energy efficiency to 45nm technology using scaling factors reported in [23]. 

Accelerator  Classif ication  Results  
Below in table 1, we report the classification of over 20 general-purpose CPUs, customized parallel 
engines such as GPUs and tiled multicores, and aggressive accelerators such as a 3D lighting accelerator.  
We report the scaled energy and normalized energy efficiency, compared to a baseline of the Intel 
Nehalem processor, normalized for process technology. 

Table 1: Classification of general-purpose CPUs, customized parallel engines, and accelerators 

Accelerator customization 
factor 

Scaled energy 
efficiency wrt 45 

nm (Gins/W) 

Normalized 
energy efficiency 

(wrt Nehalem) 

Atom	  N2800	  [1]	   1	   0.1758	   0.225384615	  
Dyser	  [10]	   1	   0.289300412	   0.370897963	  
Sandybridge	  [5]	   1	   0.746727273	   0.957342657	  
Nehalem	  [4]	   1	   0.78	   1	  
Cortex	  A8	  []	   1	   0.8	   1.025641026	  
IBM	  Cell	  [2]	   10	   2.271604938	   2.912314023	  
Kepler	  [17]	   10	   7.117548162	   9.125061747	  
Epiphany	  [3]	   10	   33.21522476	   42.58362148	  
Tilera	  [6]	   10	   70.83333333	   90.81196581	  
Grape-‐8	  [13]	   100	   21	   26.92307692	  
LAC	  [7]	   100	   30	   38.46153846	  
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Anton	  [8]	   100	   31.27291667	   40.09348291	  
QsCores	  [14]	   100	   44.7	   57.30769231	  
CyptoManiac	  [15]	   100	   266.955	   342.25	  
3D	  lighting	  accelerator	  [9]	   100	   417.2338636	   534.9152098	  
Image	  recognition	  [16]	   100	   1860	   2384.615385	  
Object	  recognition	  [12]	   100	   14014	   17966.66667	  
Augmented	  reality	  [11]	   100	   19279.296	   24717.04615	  
H.264	  encoder	  -‐	  ASIC	  [18]	   100	   59616	   76430.76923	  

Based on this raw data, we have plotted and fit the points on the basis of a 10th percentile, median, and 
90th percentile values, using both linear and quadratic models.  The plots and derived constants are shown 
in the following figures1, 2 and 3. 

	  

Figure 1: Model of customization factor and normalized energy efficiency based on 10th percentile point 
in each customization category (pessimistic model for customization benefit). 
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Figure 2:  Model of customization factor and normalized energy efficiency based on median point in each 
customization category. 
 

	  

Figure 3: Model of customization factor and normalized energy efficiency based on 90th percentile point 
in each customization category (optimistic model for customization benefit). 

 

The data suggests that the relationship is somewhere between linear and quadratic. A purely linear 
relationship is pessimistic. We believe that the actual relationship is closer to quadratic, particularly for 
the more aggressively customized accelerators. Table 2 lists the analytical models reported in [19] for a 
comparison with the empirically derived models in this work. 

Table 2: Models reported in [19]: 

Square Root E= a * I0.5 + c;     a=0.04898 
Linear E= a * I    + c;     a=0.00194 
Quadratic E= a * I2   + c;     a=3.033e-6 
Cubic E= a * I3   + c;     a=4.746e-9 

where, I = number of implemented opcodes 

The quadratic model is closest to 90th percentile model. The linear model is closest to our 10th percentile 
model. Therefore, this again suggests that the best model is somewhere in between linear and quadratic 
relationship. 

 

Conclusions  
We have studied the relationship between hardware customization by cataloguing and calibrating a range 
of extant accelerators.  This approach allows us to factor in aggressive architecture and implementation 
customization techniques widely explored to deliver accelerator energy efficiencies as high as 1000x 
greater than general-purpose processors.  These studies are calibrated in comparison to the Nehalem 
processor in energy efficiency and performance. These models have been calculated empirically covering 
a wide range of chips. Also, these new models have been compared with models reported in [19] which 
were derived analytically and the new models fit best somewhere between the linear and quadratic 
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models. Therefore, we believe that these models are valid and can be applied to rapidly evaluate the 
energy efficiency potential of customized hardware. 
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